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Mediterraneo Trade is located in Central Florida and is an Importer and Distributor of the
most captivating wines, beers and food products of Italy. 

 
Mediterraneo's mission is always to source the best quality Italian products and make

them accessible to American customers. Each product is selected in its own geographical
area of   origin and expertly made by the best Italian master craftsmen so that each item
contributes to giving luster and authenticity to our catalog. Ours is also the catalog in
which you will find the great Italian brands we are all fond of: Mulino Bianco, Mutti,

Pavesi, Ferrero ... 
 

The high and authentic quality of our products speak for themselves. In Mediterraneo
Trade, there is no speculative product, as we believe that everything we source is

absolutely excellent to drink / eat.
 

 Our name derives from the Mediterranean Sea, a sea of   sailors that has always been the
scene of exchanges of products and cultures, the dynamism of the waves and winds of the

Mediterranean that move boats across the oceans. Boats that exchange products and
cultural customs through days of navigation in which you see only the waves and the sun

....
 

We want to continue communicating what our company expresses each day.  A dynamic
company like the Mediterranean, a sea that never stops. But also a historic sea, the scene of

wars, loves, mysteries and trade. The new American continent seeks in the old continent
what it does not have: history and traditions. We therefore want express the history of

those who have wisely made wine for years with the same tradition of the past ....

WWW.MEDITERRANEOTRADE.COM
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PREMIUM PILS PREMIUM LAGER

TRIESTE TRIESTE

PILS - 4.80% ALC LAGER - 5.0% ALC

33 CL 33 CL

24 24

Straw yellow, Intensely hoppy, dry, with
notes 

of grains and hops

Bright straw yellow, hints of hops and
yeast, good balance of malt and hops. 

NAME

ORIGIN

TYPE & ALC %

BOTTLE SIZE

CASE SIZE

NOTES

2

Theresianer, based in Nervesa della Battaglia (Treviso), passionately promotes a winning combination: respect for
tradition and modern organization methods. This strategy has rewarded the company with growing market success
and prestigious international awards, while revitalizing a brewing culture that has existed in Trieste for more than

two hundred years. The company’s name is taken from that of a famous brewery that was founded in the “Borgo
Teresiano” district of the city in 1766, when Empress Maria Theresa of Austria transformed the small fishing village

into the most important maritime trade centre of the Habsburg Empire.
 

The Theresianer Brewery, established through the entrepreneurial skill of Martino Zanetti and guided by the
invaluable knowledge of the best master brewers, has been producing high-quality beer in the finest Central-

European tradition since 2000. 

4

TRIESTE



SAISON PALE ALE
(WITH ANCIENT GRAIN SENATORE CAPPELLI)

IPA

  

  

33 CL 33 CL

24 24

Aromatic, fruity, & contains a hint of pepper & soil. Bitter, floral, earthy, citrusy, piney, & fruity.

NAME

ORIGIN

 TYPE & ALC %

BOTTLE SIZE

CASE SIZE

NOTES

2

Mediterraneo Craft Beer

CAMPANIA CAMPANIA

PALE ALE - 5.50% ALC IPA - 5.50% ALC

Inspired by the beauty of elegance of the Mediterranean. 
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PROSECCO DOC
SPUMANTE

ANCELLA NERA
MALBEC MARCA

TREVIGIANA

VENETO VENETO VENETO

 SPARKLING EXTRA DRY - 
100 % GLERA GRAPE -  

11.5% ALC
RED SWEET - 13% ALC

MEDIUM BODY, DRY - 
100% MALBEC - 12.5% ALC

750ML 750ML 750ML

6 12 12

Fine, creamy perlage.  Meadow
blossoms & green apple.

Balanced in mouth where it
expresses its freshness with
elegance. Ideal served as an

aperitiff, pairs with fish based
appetizers

Fruity with flavours of
blueberry, bramble & wild

berries. Fruity finish with hints
of cocoa & jam. Great dessert

wine, perfect with fruits, tarts,
biscotti  & pastries. Interesting
when paired with chocolate. 

 

A full ruby red wine that shows its
great

character. Fruity & spicy aromas.
Tannin-rich it is pleasant &

agreeable.
It complements charcuterie, white

meat & pork-inspired dishes .
 

2

It is here in Ponte di Piave that our devotion to the land has been handed down from father to sons. Sisto, our
grandfather, was one of the few to understand the intrinsic nature of the land and take up the challenge. A legacy
which then passed down through the generations of Casa Baccichetto. Fine wine is made by a special bunch. First
in the bunch is Franco, who with utmost passion and care looks after and preserves the roots of the family estate

and winery. Luigina, Franco's wife, is lovingly committed to the land. Dedication and loyalty they have passed
down to their three sons. Andrea, the eldest, and skilled oenologist, has picked up responsibility from Franco,

managing the vineyards and overseeing the wine production. Marco manages the marketing and business
development activities, balancing tradition and innovation. Enrico, the youngest, lends a great hand working

alongside his parents and his two brothers with youthful enthusiasm and energy.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
BAG 20LT

VENETO

100% CABERNET SAUVIGNON

20 L

1

Dry, savoury, properly tannic,
harmonious with a herbaceous

hint
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Villa Spinosa is a winery and agritourism in the heart of Valpolicella. Looking at the valleys of Negrar
and Marano, in the heart of the Valpolicella Classica, people are charmed

by the rows of vines, the old olive trees and cherry trees: an amazing landscape designed by men.  
 

Our story is bond to this land: a unique hillside region with an heritage that Villa Spinosa wants to
defendand preserve by respecting nature, traditions and patient work in the vineyard.



VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO
DOC

VALPOLICELLA SUPERIORE
RIPASSO

AMARONE DELLA
VALPOLICELLA DOCG

VENETO VENETO VENETO

RED - BLEND - 12.5% ALC RED - BLEND - 13.5% ALC RED - BLEND - 16.5% ALC

750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12

LIVELY FRESH WITH LIGHT
TANNINS, LIGHT BODIED AND

DRINKABLE, LONG AND
ELEGANT LASTING 

FL AVOR.

MATURE AND SOFT TANNINS MAKE
THE WINE WELL BALANCED WITH A

GOOD ACIDITY. GOOD STRUCTURE AND
LONG LASTING  FLAVOR.

REFINED IN OAK. SCENTS OF
PRESERVED SOUR CHERRY,
CHERRY, FIG & BALSAMIC

NOTES OF AROMATIC HERBS
WITH SWEET SPICES.

AMARONE DELLA
VALPOLICELLA "ALBASINI"

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA
"GUGLIELMI DI JAGO" 10 YEARS

AMARONE DELLA
VALPOLICELLA DOCG
"GUGLIELMI DI JAGO" 

20 YEARS

VENETO VENETO VENETO

RED- BLEND - 16% ALC RED - BLEND - 16.5% ALC RED - BLEND - 15.5% ALC

750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12

Scents of blackberry & bilberry.
Notes of vanilla, tobacco,

chocolate, caramel , cinnamon &
nutmeg. 12 months refined  in
French oak, 4 years Slavonian

oak casks.

Aged in wood for ten years, in the cool
darkness of the cellar, it is a wine that

speaks for itself, infuses serenity & invites
us to slow our everyday rush.

Extraordinary vintage, this
wine was aged for eighteen

years: it's the top of our project
to enhance the Amarone.



For over forty years a single real goal: the pursuit of excellence in wine, through the creation of
products that reflect the noblest values   of elegance, balance and respect for typicality. 

1.5L



CABERNET SAUVIGNON
VENETO IGT

PINOT BIANCO VENETO
IGT

PINOT GRIGIO DELLE
VENEZIE DOC 1.5L

CABERNET FRANC
"SELEZIONE" VENEZIA

DOC

VENETO VENETO VENETO VENETO

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
100% - 13% ALC

PINOT BIANCO 100%. -
13.5% ALC

PINOT GRIGIO 100% - 13%
ALC

100% CABERNET FRANC -
14% ALC

750ML 750ML 1.5 LT 750ML

12 12 6 12

Broad aroma , intense &
lingering, slightly herbaceous

with hints of raspberries &
vanilla. dry, harmonious

flavour has elegant tannins &
good complexity.

Fruity scent is elegant &
refined with hints of Golden

Delicious apples.
 elegant aroma & refined

with hints of Golden
Delicious apples.

 

 Clean, intense scent, pleasant
floral hints & typical pear &

apple aromas.
flavour is full & well-balanced

with refreshing sapidity
 

Vinous scent with a typical
herbaceous flavour when

young, over time it takes on
hints of spices & cinnamon.

Elegant, well-balanced &
complex on the nose &
palate, its structure &

tannins add rich
personality & a fresh, long

aromatic end.

CHARDONNAY "SELEZIONE" DOC
VENEZIA DOC

PROSECCO DOC EXTRA DRY CUVÈE EXTRA DRY

VENETO VENETO VENETO

100% CHARDONNAY - 14% ALC 100%  GLERA  - 12% ALC WHITE BERRIED GRAPES - 12% ALC

750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12

Straw yellow color which takes on
more intense shades with aging. Wine

of innate and exemplary elegance.
Scent of flowers and white pulp fruit

with pleasant vanilla notes. The taste is
harmonious , powerful , mineral ,

pleasantly persistent.

Strong floral scent reminiscent of acacia &
wisteria blossoms, together with hints of

white pulp fruit.
flavour is soft, full & elegant with

stimulating freshness that exalts the full
array of aromas.

 

Pleasant scent of flowers a&white
pulp fruit.

 The full, elegant flavour has
stimulating freshness.

 



Founded in 2008, the company is dedicated to the production of typical wines of the territory, in particular, Fiano di
Avellino, Greco di Tufo, Falanghina, Aglianico and Aglianico of Taurasi. The vines are grown on soils of property, that
are well-known for their particular fertility thanks to their volcanic origin. These precious vineyards spread for about

15 hectares, between Paternopoli and Taurasi. Each Nativ wine has a unique and unequivocal character, as it is
produced through innovative winemaking methods, in the respect of tradition, always paying attention to keep the

organoleptic structure of the grape unaltered. Wines with an unequivocal quality that can satisfy every palate. Nativ
portfolio offers a wide selection of wines, in order to guarantee the consumer a wide choice, counting as many as 13

references. 

2
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VICO RIVIERA 
FALANGHINA

DEL
BENEVENTANO

IGT

VICO
STORTO 
GRECO DI

TUFO

FONTANA
DEL SAMBUCO

FIANO DI
AVELLINO

RUE 333
TAURASI

VELLUTO
ROSSO "RED

VELVET"
AGLIANICO

BENEVENTAN
O IGT

RUE DE' PASSI
CAMPANIA
ROSSO IGT

CAMPANIA CAMPANIA CAMPANIA CAMPANIA CAMPANIA CAMPANIA

WHITE -
 100% FALANGHINA - 

13% ALC

WHITE - 
100% GRECO -

13% ALC 

WHITE -  
100% FIANO - 

13% ALC 

FULL BODY  - 
100% AGLIANICO -

14% ALC 

MEDIUM BODY- 
100% AGLIANICO - 

 13.5% ALC  

MED BODY- SWEET - 
 100% AGLIANICO-

13.5% ALC 

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

6 6 6 6 6 6

White- Yellow
crystalline color, intense

cassis & passion fruit.
The flavor is dry,

harmonious with a hint
of yellow fruits.

White-
Fruity,

pleasant  &
light, with

hints of
hawthorn.

Fresh &  soft.
The palate is

balanced
with good

acidity

White- Intense and
brillant color,

fragrant fruity
notes & balanced

flavor. Large &
intense aroma,

fresh, soft &
persistent flavor,

w/ hints of tropical
fruit & cedar

Red- Refined in
French oak barrels
for 24 months. The
wine isvery
concentrated, the
palate is dense. On
the nose it has
aromas of ripe red
fruits, cherry and
blackberry.

Red colour with
intense violet
reflections. Hints of
red fruits pervade
the nose

Red- The wine has
a purple color, with
a good structure.
Persistent & pulpy
taste and with
fruity notes of
blackberry jam, red
fruits, & spices. Soft
& balanced & with
a harmonious taste

SEGRETI 

IRPINIA ROSSO DOC

EREMO GOLD

IRPINIA

CAMPI

TAURASINI

EREMO NERO

IRPINIA CAMPI

TAURISINI

RUE

DELL'INCHIOSTRO

CAMPANIA

AGLIANICO IGT

CENTOVITI

CAMPANIA

ROSATO IGP 2020

ROSATO

CAMPANIA CAMPANIA CAMPANIA CAMPANIA CAMPANIA

FULL BODY - 
100% AGLIANICO NERO -

15%ALC 

FULL BODY - 
100% AGLIANICO -

14% ALC 

FULL BODY - 
100 % AGLIANICO -

14.5% ALC 

FULL BODY - 
100% AGLIANICO - 

13.5% ALC 

FULL BODY - 
100% AGLIANICO - 

13% ALC 

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

6 6 6 12 12

Aging in french oak barrels
for 18 mos. followed by 6

months in bottle. Well
structured on the palate,

plums, chocolate, currant,
blackberries, cherries &

spices

Red- French oak
barrel for 18

months. Very
concentrated,
dense palate.

Aromas of ripe red
fruits, cherry, spice
& maiatica cherry.

The wine is
concentrated; the palate

is dense. creamy, full;
with hints of dark

chocolate, black cerry
and black fruits

Ruby red color, the nose,
intense notes of wild

berries and spicy.
Aromas, the taste is

balanced & well
structured

 

Deep pink color with
aromas of flowers and

cherries. The taste is
rich, full-bodied, fresh

and persuasive



Native wines of Sicily
The company produces native Sicilian wines such as Nero D'Avola, Syrah, Grillo and Nerello Mascalese and
was founded by the oenologist Mario Ercolino. The two product lines in the portfolio: "Compagnia Siciliana
1921" and "Regia Maestà" are the synthesis of a historical project which, through the use of innovative and

respectful winemaking techniques, skilfully combine taste and aroma of a current wine.

PERSONALIZED 
DESIGN

WITH LOGO

PERSONALIZED 
DESIGN

WITH LOGO
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CABERNET
SAUVIGNON

MERLOT PETIT VERDOT PINOT GRIGIO CHARDONNAY
SAUVIGNON

BLANC

CAMPANIA CAMPANIA CAMPANIA CAMPANIA CAMPANIA CAMPANIA

MEDIUM BODY - 
13% ALC 

MEDIUM BODY -
13% ALC 

FULL BODY, DRY
RED - 14% ALC 

100% PINOT GRIGIO
- 12% ALC 

100 % CHARDONNAY
- 13% ALC 

100%
SAUVIGNON

BLANC - 13% ALC 

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

6 6 6 6 6 6

Red- Black fruits,
particularly black currant

& blackberry. In cooler
climates, it's more herbal
with notes of green bell
pepper. Balsamic Notes

Red- Dark fruit
flavors of black

cherry, blackberry,
plum, & raspberry

layered with herbal
notes & undertones of

vanilla & mocha.
Prominent fruit

flavors that make
Merlot such an easy-

drinking wine.

Red- Herbal and
floral notes such as

violet, lilac, lavender,
sage, and dried herbs.
You'll find that most

producers will oak
age this wine to
soften it and add
flavors of vanilla,

hazelnut and mocha.

Dry and elegant wine.
Soft straw yellow

colour. Good sapidity
and freshness

Pale straw yellow. With
hints of delicate tropical

fruit such as ananas,
mango white flowers

and broom, which can
also develop into aromas

of butter, biscuits and
acacia flowers

Primary fruit
flavours are citrus-

led with lime as
well as green apple,
passion fruit, peach

and distinctive
gooseberry coming

to the fore

BLANCHE SICILIA
GRILLO DOC

PACIFICUS TERRE
SICILIANA SYRAH

IGT

REAL ACADEMIA
NERO D'AVOLA

DOC

PRIVÈ NERELLO
MASCALESE IGT

PAPIAS PRIMITIVO
DI MANDURIA DOC

SICILY SICILY SICILY SICILY PUGLIA

GRILLO - 13% ALC SYRAH - 16.5% ALC NERO D'AVOLA -
13.5% ALC 

100% NERELLO
MASCALESE - 

14.5% ALC 

100% PRIMITIVO - 
14.5% ALC 

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

6 6 6 6 6

Straw & brilliant
yellow colour; delicate
aroma with scents of
zagara, white peach,

tropical fruits like
mango & papaya;

harmonious & well
balanced taste.

Ruby red color with light
violetnuances;

delicate,elegant and
complex taste with hints

of black mulberry,
licorice, blueberry and

currant; palate is
balanced withgood

acidity

 Ruby red color with
light violet

nuances;delicate
aroma with fruity
scents, hints of red

berry, pomegranate,
licorice;palate is well
balanced,smooth and

intense 

Cherry red color,
almost garnet. Hints

of small red fruits,
licorice, cherries, and

balsamic notes of
anise, eucalyptus, and
mint. Well structured

on the palate.

Ruby red purple,
balanced, persistent, and

well-structured. The wine
has a specific aroma with

cents of plum jam, and
delicate hints of slightly

spicy red fruits.



THE FOUNDATION OF THE WINERY WAS INSPIRED BY THE IDEA OF RECOVERY AND RENEWAL OF THE WINE-MAKING
TRADITION OF THE ISLAND OF CAPRI. CENTURIES-OLD GRAPEVINES UP TO 5 METERS FROM THE GROUND, MODERN
TECHNIQUES OF GRAPE PROCESSING IN AN ANCIENT ROMAN CELLAR. AN ESTATE-BOTTLED WINE WHICH IS TRUE

EXPRESSION OF THE TERROIR.

CAPRI BIANCO

CAMPANIA

40% GRECO, 40% FALANGHINA, 20% BIANCOLELLA

750ML / VINTAGE 2018 & 2019 AVAILABLE

12

Aging: 5 months in the tank, 12 months in the bottle
After the harvest by hand exclusively and a careful selection, the grapes are gently worked in the press (soft

pressing). The free-run must, clarified within 12 hours, is slowly fermented under controlled temperature (16°) and
then aged in steel tanks in the following 5 months. The wine is then bottled in our estate and then aged in bottles for

12 months. Elegance, delicacy and absolute singularity are the characteristics of the Capri D.o.c. of Scala Fenicia. A
white wine produced from native grapes and vinified in steel at a controlled temperature to preserve the varietal

tones. It has a light gold color slightly tinged with greenish reflections, with a deep and composite perfume,
persuasively citrusy, with hints of cedar, wild flowers and broom. In the mouth, it has a pungent, airy, savory

freshness. Finally, the pronounced minerality gives completeness to a very pleasant sip.

DEDICATION AND TRANSPARENCY TO BOTTLE THE ESSENCE OF A MAGNIFICENT ISLAND OF CAPRI



2

The Italo Pietrantonj Winery tells a story of over two centuries made of passion, tradition and innovation. The grapes are
vinified in the historic cellars, companies located in the center of the small medieval village of Vittorito (AQ).

Pietrantonj boasts a history of more than 200 years, with its complex fabric of passionate commitment, traditions, and
innovation. Secure documentation dates back as early as 1791, testifying to the activities of our family, which have always
focused on viticulture and agriculture. Fully eight generations of the family have engaged in winemaking activities on the

estates in Vittorito and Corfinio, located in the heart of the Valle Peligna, the birthplace of the Montepulciano d’Abruzzo grape
variety and the production centre, from the Roman era onwards, of noble and celebrated wines. The estates comprise today a

total of 100 hectares (247 Acres), 60 (148 Acres) of which are in vineyard. The grapes are processed in the family’s historic
cellars located in the centre of the small medieval hamlet of Vittorito.
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VICENNE MONTEPULCIANO
D’ABRUZZO DOC

ARBOREO
MONTEPULCIANO
D’ABRUZZO DOC

ARBOREO TREBBIANO D’
ABRUZZO

ABRUZZO ABRUZZO ABRUZZO

MED BODY - 
100% MONTEPULCIANO - 

12.5% ALC 

MED BODY - 
100% MONTEPULCIANO - 

13% ALC 

MED BODY, 85 % TREBBIANO &
15% MALVASIA - 

12.5% ALC 

750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12

Purple flecked ruby red. Scents of
sweet violets. Smooth palate, supple

refined tannins. Delicious with
roasts and grills. 

Matured 12-18 in 40HL Slavonian
oak. Garnet flecked deep red.
Elegant, velvet smooth palate

displays sturdy structure.
Delicious with red meats, aged

cheese. 

Yellow with gold highlights,
refined bouquet. Delicious with
antipasti, risottos, lighter meats,

and fish. 

2

ARBOREO – CERASUOLO DOC
ROSE

CERANO MONTEPULCIANO
D’ABRUZZO RISERVA 2012

PECORINO IGT 

ABRUZZO ABRUZZO ABRUZZO

ROSÉ - 100% MONTEPULCIANO
D’ABRUZZO - 

13% ALC 

FULL BODY - 100%
MONTEPULCIANO - 

14% ALC 

MED BODY, 100% PECORINO - 
13% ALC 

750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12

Lively cherry red. Nose exhibits
lovely floral & fruit fragrances,

redolent of violets.
Crisp palate, refreshing, with a
classic hint of almond on the

finish.

Red- Deep with garnet
highlights,  marked by rich
aromas of wild berryfruit &

subtle notes of vanilla. Smooth &
warm in the mouth, superb
structure, delicate balance.

White- A generous-sized palate
offers rich, full flavours that are
vibrant and crisp, and the finish

displays the classic note of almond



2

Manuelina winery is located in the town of Santa Maria della Versa right in the heart of
the Oltrepò Pavese wine region. The history of the winery dates back to the first half of the
XX century when Luigi Achilli and his brother Guido decided to produce wine not only for
their family and friends, but for commercial purposes. The Achilli Luigi winery was born!

Success came soon and many people from the cities came to the winery on weekends to buy
Achilli wines, especially bulk wine. 
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IL TRADITORE

SANGUE DI GIUDA

DELL'OP DOC

(SWEET SEMI-

SPARKLING)

SOLONERO

PINOT NERO DELL'OP

DOC

FILARE 52

OLTREPÒ PAVESE

RIESLING DOC (STILL)

ELICRISO IGT

MOSCATO (SWEET SEMI-

SPARKLING)

LOMBARDY LOMBARDY LOMBARDY LOMBARDY

7.5% - CROATINA, BARBERA
AND UVA RARA

  PINOT NOIR (100%)
13% ALC 

 RIESLING (100%)
13% ALC 

 MOSCATO 100%
5%  ALC

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12 12

Dessert wine that pairs very
well with tea biscuits and

fruit or jam tarts.  Pleasantly
smooth with a touch of

sweetness. Intense with fruity
& floral notes.

Brilliant ruby red colour with
amaranth Elegant aroma, 

 with notes of Marasca cherry
& blackcurrant. Well

balanced with a medium body
& a long finish.

Intense & elegant nose.
Sapid & dry with a long finish.
Excellent as a pre-meal drink,

seafood, white meat &
vegetables.

Brilliant golden highlights.
Aromatic nose, with notes of
peach & sage. Sweet & round, 

 balanced by a pleasant
acidity.

2



In Le Marche region, on the hills following the river valleys to the Adriatic, with the Apennines behind
you, at an altitude of 508 metres, incredibly close to the coast, you’ll find one of the best known and most

productive wineries of the region. La Cantina dei Colli Ripani.
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CHAPTER N. 0 -
ROSSO PICENO DOC 

CHAPTER N. 1 -
MARCHE IGT
PASSERINA

CHAPTER N. 2 -
MARCHE IGT
SANGIOVESE

CHAPTER N. 3 -
FALERIO DOC

CHAPTER N. 4 -
LACRIMA DI MORRO

A'LBA DOC

MARCHE MARCHE MARCHE MARCHE MARCHE

MONTEPULCIANO &
SANGIOVESE 

13.5% ALC

PASSERINA 
13.5% ALC

SANGIOVESE, 
12.5% ALC

SANGIOVESE. - 
13% ALC

100 % LACRIMA - 
13% ALC

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12 12 12

Intense ruby   red color,
aroma rich in hints of red

fruits and floral notes.
Sapid, full-bodied and

persistent.

Straw yellow color,
floral and fruity aroma

with notes of green
apple. In the mouth it is

dry, soft and full-bodied.

Those bright ruby   red.
Intense, fruity aroma

with notes of red fruits
such as cherry and sour
cherry. In the mouth it

is harmonious,
pleasant, persistent and

ready to drink.

Bright ruby red colour.
Intense & fruity with
notes of red cherry &

sour cherry. The palate
is harmonious,

pleasant, persistent &
easy to drink.

Intense ruby red colour with
violet hues. It has a deeply

aromatic nose, with intense
hints of flowers –particularly
roses and violets. The finish
is fruity, fresh and slightly

tannic.

CHAPTER N. 5 -
MARCHA IGT

TREBBIANO 2021

CHAPTER N. 6 -
MONTEPULCIANO
D'ABRUZZO DOC

CHAPTER N. 7 -
VERDICCHIO DEI
CASTELLI DI JESI
DOC CLASSICO 

CHAPTER N. 8 -
ROSSO PICENO

DOC SUPERIORE 

CHAPTER N. 9 -
FALERIO PECORINO

DOC 2021

MARCHE MARCHE MARCHE MARCHE MARCHE

TREBBIANO TOSCANO
MONTEPULCIANO

100%
VERDICCHIO 100%

MONTEPULCIANO &
SANGIOVESE BLEND

PECORINO 100%

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12 12 12

Pale yellow colour. An
intense fruity floral

aroma with notes of white
flowers and yellow-

fleshed fruit. Flavourful
and easy to drink.

Deep ruby – red colour
leaning towards

burgundy. It has a
bouquet of red fruits

and purple flowers. The
taste is savoury, dry and

full-bodied.

Straw yellow with
greenish hues. Its

aroma has fresh notes
of citrus, yellow fruits

(peach and banana) and
almond. On the palate,

it is soft, full-bodied,
fruity and persistent.

Ruby red colour with a
garnet tinge. Its

aromas are refined &
complex, with notes of

jam, chocolate &
liquorice. The taste is

soft, velvety &
persistent. Refined &

elegant tannins.

A straw yellow colour with
greenish hues. The nose is

intense and persistent, with
hints of fresh fruit and citrus

flowers. The taste is fruity,
full-bodied, slightly acidulous

and persistent



CASTELLANO ROSSO PICENO

DOC SUPERIORE

LEO RIPANO OFFIDA ROSSO

DOCG

DIAVOLO E VENTO MARCHE

IGT ROSSO

MARCHE MARCHE MARCHE

65% MONTEPULCIANO - 35%
SANGIOVESE 

13.5% ALC

85% MONTEPULCIANO - 15% CAB
SAUV - 
14% ALC

95% MONTEPULCIANO - 5% CAB SAUV -
14% ALC

750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12

Ruby red with garnet reflections.
Refined& persistent bouquet ,  ageing in

barrels. Fruity taste of prunes,
blackberries & sour black cherries.

Elegant & smooth tannins.

Dark ruby red with garnet reflection.
Intense bouquet of red berries & spices

with warm hints of chocolate & vanilla.
Full bodied taste with well-balanced

tannins.

Deep ruby red. Rich structured nose,
hints of wild blackberry & ripe cherry &

distinct flavours of sweet spices,
chocolate & mature wood well blended.
Full & persistent, with distinct tannins.



The Cantina Vallebelbo Sca is an agricultural cooperative that collects and vinifies the grapes produced by
160 wine growers that have about 500 hectares of precious vineyards in the heart of the Langhe, on the hills

around Santo Stefano Belbo.
This wine-growing area is the most important center for the production of Moscato Bianco grapes, which give

birth to 3 sweet and aromatic wines, famous all over the world for their uniqueness: Asti DOCG, Moscato d
Asti DOCG and the new born Asti Secco DOCG, all the with Controlled and Guaranteed Denomination of

Origin. The skillful processing and continuous improvement of the techniques of cultivation of the Nebbiolo,
Moscato and Barbera vines have led to extraordinary results that appear in the splendor of a unique
landscape in the world. The constant and passionate dedication of people who have been cultivating

vineyards for generations following traditions and farming knowledge have created a territory of exceptional
universal value . These are the reasons that have led UNESCO to name our hills as a World Heritage Site.
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MOSCATO D’ ASTI DOCG BRACHETTO D'ACQUI DOCG

PIEDMONT PIEDMONT

SWEET - 100% WHITE MOSCATO - 5.5% ALC SWEET - 100% BRACHETTO - 6.5% ALC

750ML 750ML

12 12

Delicately sweet, aromatic and characteristic. An ideal
accompaniment for all desserts in particular dried

biscuits, nougat & fruit salads.

Light ruby red, but gleaming.  Sweet, full, but delicate.
Gastronomic matches: Sweets and desserts.
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A passion for wine that has been carried on year after year since 1965, when Franco Casetta decided to
continue the traditional family activity. So they started to make known the brand of a winery located

in Montà that had always put its trust in the Roero region and its terroir, which produces quality wines
such as Roero Arneis Docg, Nebbiolo d’Alba Doc, Barbera d’Alba Doc and Piemonte Bonarda Doc.This

adventure has led to a constant growth of the family-run winery, which is now in the hands of Franco’s
sons, Daniele and Walter.
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ROERO ARNEIS
DOCG

LANGHE
FAVORITA DOC

BARBERA
D'ALBA DOC

DOLCETTO
D'ALBA DOC

LANGHE NEBBIOLO

PIEDMONT PIEDMONT PIEDMONT PIEDMONT PIEDMONT

MED BODY - 100 %
ARNEIS - 
12.5% ALC

MED BODY - 100%
FAVORITA- 

13% ALC

MED BODY, 100%
BARBERA - 

13% ALC

MED BODY - 100 %
DOLCETTO - 

12.5% ALC

MED BODY - 100%
NEBBIOLO- 

13% ALC 

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12 12 12

 White- Light straw
yellow with green

hues. Pleasant, fresh &
gently pronounced on
the nose.. Fresh taste
with a slight bitterish

aftertaste.
 

White- Velvety, well-
orchestrated & fresh

Excellent for cocktails
& in combination

with starters. Ideal
with risotti cooked

with vegetables and
steamed or boiled
fish. The perfect

accompaniment for
egg dishes.

 

Red- Brilliant ruby
red with a violet

haze.
Delicate fragrance of

fruit with black
berries, velvety with

the right sharp,
typical of thiskind of

grape. Full &
structured, it is

characterized by a
velvety & full-bodied

sensation.

Red- Dry, slightly
sharp with a good

body, well-
orchestrated with a
pleasantly bitterish

taste.

Red- Delicate,
reminiscent of violet,
raspberry & soft fruit

fragrances with
memoirs of spices. Full &
pervasive, warm, with a

well-balanced
tanninous content,

solidly built and
lingering.

 
 

BARBARESCO DOCG PODERE VAIOT BAROLO DOCG PODERI VAIOT

PIEDMONT PIEDMONT

FULL BODY, 100% NEBBIOLO - 
14.5% ALC

FULL BODY - 100% NEBBIOLO - 
14.5% ALC

750ML 750ML

12  

Dry, ethereal wine. Colour is intense garnetred.
Explosive aroma mixture of fragrant sensations

of rose & violet accompanied by fine notes of
sweet spices & cocoa.

 

 Intense garnet red. Fragrant aroma of
rose,violet & rhubarb that acquires spicy

notes of black pepper & truffles with ageing.
Very robust taste, balanced

with a very persistent final touch.
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MARSALA SEMI DRY

SICILY

FULL BODY - BLEND OF GRILLO, CATARRATTO, INZOLIA DOC - 17% ALC

750ML

6

More than one year in oak casks of various sizes. If stored away from heat and light sources, the wine will
keep for an unlimited period and will continue to improve over time. After being opened, if the bottle is

sealed again using a bottle stopper and stored in a dry place, away from heat and light sources, it will keep
well for a number of months.

The Martinez winery was founded in 1866 in Marsala, the western most tip of Sicily, the territory which the
DOC wine is named after.

The winery was named after the Martinez family who founded it and that, through a combination of
innovation and tradition, has made its products unique for six generations. Over the years, the Martinez

winery has remained true to its original product: Marsala, the most prestigious Italian liqueur wine.
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Il Drago e la Fornace is a winery located in Tuscany in the heart of the Chianti Senese area, in Colle di Val
d’Elsa. It has its roots in a village surrounded by nature – la Fornace – which includes thirty hectares of red

and white vineyards. 
Our company produces the main Tuscan denominations of red and white wines (from Brunello to Bolgheri,
from Vernaccia to Morellino, and of course all the Chianti wines), with particular attention to Sangiovese-

based varieties, the main grape of our territory. To complete this range, we also have a line of Venetian
sparkling wines and one of wines from Campania and Sicily.
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SANGIOVESE TOSCANA
IGT

CHIANTI DOCG MORELLINO DI
SCANSANO DOCG

CHIANTI DOCG
FIASCO

TUSCANY TUSCANY TUSCANY TUSCANY

MED BODY - 
100 % SANGIOVESE - 

13% ALC

MED BODY - 
SANGIOVESE, CILIEGIOLO - 

12.5% ALC

13% ALC 12.5% ALC

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12 12

Red- Ruby red wine with an
intense bouquet of ripe red

fruit. Soft on the palate, round
and harmonious.  Pairs with

baked first courses, grilled
meats and aged cheese.

Intense ruby red wine,
persistent fragrance of ripe
red fruit. Well structured,

soft, with smooth tannins &
hints of red fruit. 

Translucent ruby red color,
vigorous nose with aromas
of blackberries, cherries, &

sour cherries in brandy,
defined anise & leather

tones. It has good body &
integrated tannins.

Intense ruby red wine,.
Strong and persistent

aroma of ripe red fruit.
Well structured, soft with
soft tannins, and hints of

red fruit.

CHIANTI CLASSICO DOCG CHIANTI CLASSICO
DOCG RISERVA

ROSSO DI
MONTALCINO DOCG

BRUNELLO DI
MONTALCINO DOCG

TUSCANY TUSCANY TUSCANY TUSCANY

14% ALC 14% ALC MED BODY - 
100 % SANGIOVESE - 

14% ALC

MED BODY -
SANGIOVESE, CILIEGIOLO

- 
12.5%  ALC

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12 12

Deep ruby red and bright wine,
with a complex aroma. Elegant,
balanced on palate, with fresh

aromatic taste.

Intense and bright ruby   red
wine, with a complex aroma

that blends well with the
wood. Elegant, enveloping

and balanced on the palate,
with aromatic facets of

freshness.

Cool, dry, well-balance
flavor, it has some pleasant
aromas of berries, violets,

and cherries.

Ruby red color w/ garnet
reflections. Elegant aroma

with fruity notes of
berries, combined with the

spices from long aging in
the barrel. Great, full, &

persistent structure. Soft &
ripe tannins are perfectly
balanced with the acidity.





ROSSO DI
MONTEPULCIANO DOC

VINO NOBILE DI
MONTEPULCIANO DOCG

RIBOLLITO "GOVERNO
ALL'USO TOSCANO"

SAN GIORGIO
CHARDONNAY

TUSCANY TUSCANY TUSCANY TUSCANY

SANGIOVESE, CANAIOLO
NERO, COLORAILLO

13% ALC

CANAIOLO, COLORINO,
SANGIOVESE

14% ALC

CABERNET, COLORINO,
MERLOT, SANGIOVESE

13% ALC

CHARDONNAY, PINOT
GRIGIO

14% ALC

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12 12

Red- Ruby red wine with an
intense bouquet of ripe red

fruit. Soft on the palate, round
and harmonious.  Pairs with

baked first courses, grilled
meats and aged cheese.

AGING
30 months in small & medium
sized Slavonian & French oak

barrels.
Ruby red, sensations of withered

flowers, undergrowth, warm
tones of ripe red fruit, hints of

coffee & tobacco; warm &
compact taste, supported by ripe

tannins with a pleasantly
bitterish aftertaste.

Tuscan red that reproduces an
ancient technique that was lost
over time, that of the "Governo
all'uso Toscano", which consists

in the refermentation of the
wine obtained by adding slightly

dried grapes. Ruby red with
marked notes of ripe red fruit,

such as cherry, and floral scents.
A full-bodied, full-bodied and

soft wine.

AGING
Barriques 6 months.

Straw white with greenish
reflections, the nose is

delicate but intense,
slightly aromatic. Rich, soft

and with a good
persistence on the palate.

ORO BIANCO VERMENTINO VERNACCIA DI SAN GIMIGNANO DOCG

TUSCANY TUSCANY

VERMENTINO
12.5% ALC

VERNACCIA DI SAN GIMIGNANO
13% ALC

750ML 750ML

12 12

Straw yellow, with an intense aroma of tropical fruits. Fresh,
harmonious and lively on the palate, a wine that fully reflects the

soil from which it is born.

Straw yellow, the nose is fresh, fruity with hints of apple,
apricot, and acacia flowers, with a harmonious, sapid taste

and a slightly bitter aftertaste.

https://www.vivino.com/grapes/sangiovese
https://www.vivino.com/grapes/canaiolo-nero
https://www.vivino.com/grapes/coloraillo


2

Terre del Marchesato is in the hearth of Bolgheri countryside. Bolgheri is a small hamlet between the two
cities of Livorno and Grosseto, now very well famous all over the world for the quality of the wines here
produced. Sheltered by the hills to the East and embraced by the Mediterranean Sea coast to the west, the

area has a fairly diverse terroir in terms of geological composition of the soil and very peculiar microclimate.

Falstaff 90/100
WinesCritic.com - 
Raffaele Vecchione

89/100

Falstaff 91/100
WinesCritic.com - 

Raffaele Vecchione 93/100

James Suckling 92/100
“Sakura” Japan - Women's

Wine Awards GOLD
Medal



VERMENTINO
EMILO PRIMO

BIANCO

PAPEO
VERMENTINO

BOLGHERI DOC

INEDITO IGT
TOSCANA

EMILIO PRIMO DOC
BOLGHERI

TARABUSO IGT
TOSCANA ROSSO

TUSCANY TUSCANY TUSCANY TUSCANY TUSCANY

VERMENTINO 100% -
13% ALC

VERMENTINO 100% -
14%  ALC

MERLOT 50% &
SYRAH 50% - 

13% ALC

60%, CAB SAUV  
30 % MERLOT  10%

SYRAH 
13.5% ALC 

100% CAB SAUV 
 14% ALC

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12 12 12

Straw Yellow color,
intense & pleasing scent

of white flowers like
acacia flowers, lemon

flowers, & elderflowers.
Notes of hazelnut &

sweet almond.

Straw Yellow color.
Aromas of jasmine

flowers, and hints of
fruit. Soft notes of

pastries with cream,
followed by hints of
apple, barley candy,

and honey. Spicy notes
of cloves.

4 months in French
oak barrels.  intense
nose , fine notes of 
 cherry & plum are
perceived. Delicate

spicing of cloves,
cinnamon & nutmeg.

Pastry notes like
creamy vanilla.. 

12 months in French
oak barrels. Perfect

alcoholic note in the
mouth, very pleasant,

not intrusive. Good
acidity with a nice
sapidity. Clear but
velvety tannins.

Excellent structure. 

18 months - French oak
barrels.  Intense aromas

of black cherry
followed by pepper,

Hints of candied
orange. On finish,

releases all complexity
w/ notes of cocoa,

cinchona & tobacco.

FRANCHESATO MARCHESALE BOLGHERI
DOC SUPERIORE

ALDONE MAURIZIO FUSELLI

TUSCANY TUSCANY TUSCANY TUSCANY

CABERNET FRANC 100% - 
14% ALC

50% SYRAH, 
30% CAB SAUV 

15% MERLOT 
5%, PETIT VERDOT 

14% ALC

100% MERLOT 
14.5% ALC

100% PETIT VERDOT 
14.5% ALC

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12 12

Clear with an intense ruby red
color. Intense and fine scents,

with notes of red fruits such as
strawberry, currant, and

cherry, as well as black fruits
like blackberry. Vegetables

and balsamic notes.

Clear with a ruby red color. Hints
of ripe black fruit such as

blackberry currant, then balsamic
notes and mint, followed by spicy

notes of black pepper, and
concluding with citrus and

bergamot.

18 months in French oak
barrels.  Hints of red  & black

fruits like blueberries,
raspberries, & cherries.

Presence of flowers like red
roses, evident notes of
medicinal plants like

oregano, marjoram, laurel, &
vegetable notes like cypress

and fig leaf.

18 months in French oak
barrels. Hints of bergamot

and black fruits such as
blueberry, blackberry,

combined with myrtle and
Mediterranean scrub.

Spicy notes evident, such
as pepper. Concluding with

soft notes of pastry and
cocoa.



The farm of Barberino Val d'Elsa of about 270 acres,
includes more than 40 hectares of specialized vineyards,

boasts more than four years of winemaking tradition of high quality



MONTOLI CHIANTI
DOCG 

ORGANIC

BARAONDA IGT
TOSCANA

SANGIOVESE &
SYRAH

CHIASSO IGT
TOSCANA SYRAH

SAN ZANOBI IGT
TOSCANA 

TUSCANY TUSCANY TUSCANY TUSCANY

90% SANGIOVESE
13.5% ALC

SANGIOVESE & SYRAH SHIRAZ MERLOT & CABERNET

750ML 750ML 750ML 750ML

12 12 12 12

AGING:
3 mos. in small Slovanian oak

barrels.3 mos. in bottle.
 

Montoli is a Chianti DOCG
Bio, produced from

organically managed
Sangiovese vineyards.

 
The ripe notes of

blackberries, cherries and
violets fill the nose and blend
perfectly with the nuances of

mushrooms, tobacco and
licorice.

AGING:
6 mos. in bottle,

vinification in stainless
steel. Storage: small

barrels. 
 

Elegant, harmonious
combining the tannin of

Sangiovese with the
structure of Syrah.

 
Pairs wonderfully with

grilled meats, first
courses.

AGING:
6 mos. in bottle.

Vinification: Stainless
steel Storage: small

barrels.
 

Deep ruby red with a
delightful bouquet of red
fruits with final notes of

chocolate & plum. Taste is
soft, intense, with a

spiciness typical of grape
cariety. 

AGING:
Storage: 24 months in barrels

and then 12 months in oak
barrels of Slavonia.

 
Ruby red , medium bodied.

Intense & complex, the
secondary bouquet of the

wine blends well with that
of the wood. Rich and

Intense. 



NAME SPAGHETTI RIGATONI PENNE RIGATE

GRAMS 500 GR 500 GR 500 GR

PACK 12/PACK 12/PACK 12/PACK

NOTES ORGANIC ORGANIC ORGANIC

  SORRENTINO PASTA FACTORY CREATES PASTA EVERY DAY WITH PASSION. 
THE CENTENARY TRADITION COMBINES THE USE OF QUALITY RAW MATERIALS.

 
The Sorrentino pasta factory is located in Gragnano in the enchanting scenery of the Valle dei Mulini, where the

climatic conditions have made it possible to produce a unique pasta for over five centuries. Recovering the
centenary tradition of the fathers, the pasta factory uses the best blends of durum wheat semolina, working in
close synergy with the miller, bronze dies and slow drying at low temperatures in static cells, to enhance all the

organoleptic and nutritional characteristics of the material before.

PASTA DI GRAGNANO DOP
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NAME Paccheri Lisci
(Smooth)

Pappardelle
Archetto

Scialetiello Pasta Mista Spaghetti
Archetto N.7

Gnocchetti
Sardi

GRAMS 500 GR 500 GR 500 GR 500 GR 500 GR 500 GR

PACK 12/PACK 12/PACK 12/PACK 12/PACK 12/PACK 12/PACK

  Our artisan pasta is enhanced by the quality of the semolina, obtained from 100% Italian wheat and by the slow and gradual
drying process, made at low temperature.

It is an ancient process, which allows to maintain the organoleptic characteristics of the product, giving it a full-bodied
consistency and the flavor of the past.

The passage in the bronze dies gives, finally, to our product, that unmistakable roughness and porosity that allow the sauce to
bind perfectly to it. The tradition of the past is combined with the innovation of the art of pastamaking.

 

PASTA DI GRAGNANO DOP



NAME Tutti I Formati La Calamarata Paccheri

GRAMS 500 GR 500 GR 500 GR

PACK 12/PACK 12/PACK 12/PACK

 Voiello is an Italian food company based in Torre Annunziata, specialized in pasta manufacturing. It
operates under Barilla Group as a premium brand.

 
Voiello - THE PREFERRED BRAND OF WORLD RENOWNED CHEF, ANTONINO

CANNAVACCIUOLO

PASTA 
ON REQUEST ONLY

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Food_company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torre_Annunziata
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pasta
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barilla_Group


Incas Caffè srl is an Italian company specialized in the production of high
quality coffee blends and has been operating in the sector for over 60 years.

COFFEE

Quality coffee is and has been the company's goal and passion since the very beginning.
"A good coffee doesn't come out of the blue".  The journey starts with Espresso, that all-Italian miracle in which the company

specializes, and winds in the production of fine coffee blends also for consumption at home, office, and business sector.

KIT DECAF
NAME COFFEE PODS W/

ACCESSORIES
COFFEE PODS DECAF COFFEE

PODS
GROUND COFFEE

VACCUUM PACKED

GRAMS 7 Gr/Pod 7 Gr/Pod 7 Gr/Pod 250 Grams Bag

PACK 150/Pack KIT 150/Pack 150/Pack 1 or 32/Box

NOTES Fine blend of grinded 

coffee packed in 7 grams

single serving Pods

wrapped in

biodegradable food

filter paper & preserved

in controlled

atmosphere.

Fine blend of

grinded 

coffee packed in 7

grams single serving

Pods wrapped in

biodegradable food

filter paper &

preserved in

controlled

atmosphere.

Decaf Blend Refined top quality
blend containing a high
percentage of Arabica.
A hint of fresh flowers

adds to sweet and
biscuit-like notes of a
soft & velvety coffee.
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KIT DECAF

NAME "CREAMY" COFFEE PODS

GRAMS 7 Gr/Pod

PACK 150/Pack

NOTES 150 pods per pack

Strong flavour.

High creaminess.

 

COFFEE
 

Arabicaffè Italian company for coffee roasting. The company was born in 1953 as the result of the promising
idea of   three friends, Dr. Francesco Bonaccorsi, Dr. Vincenzo Musumeci and Mr. Santo Longo, to create a high

quality product to be included in the Sicilian market, to meet the demands of a growing demand from the Bar and
Restaurant sector.

Since then, supported by the fervor of the children of the three founding partners in respect of the original
family and entrepreneurial values, that original intuition has been transformed into today's reality of

Arabicaffè, a dynamic and constantly expanding company that produces, processes and markets its products on
a large scale, guaranteeing the presence of its brand in Italy (Sicily, Calabria, Piedmont) and internationally
(Holland, England, Germany, Switzerland, France, Spain, Belgium, Russia, United States, Canada, China).

 



KIT DECAF
NAME PASSALACQUA CAFFE'ALAMBRA

GUSTO PIENO 250
PASSALACQUA CREMADOR

CAFFE' CF GR 250

GRAMS 250 250

PACK BAG TIN

NOTES Alambra is the Passalacqua blend designed for

those who wish to treat themselves to the best

possible Neapolitan coffee, even at home, and

is characterised by a balance between quality

and unbeatable price.

Cremador is the Passalacqua blend for a

creamy coffee, velvety on the palate,

with a perfect balance between aromas

and taste. Composed of 5 of the finest

coffee origins in the world, it offers you

an enveloping taste experience.

 

THE COFFEE
We have always selected the best coffee in the world to bring it to your home with all the care we are capable of.

 
Our blends are balanced recipes of fine coffees from 14 different countries around the world.

 

COFFEE



Italian Spring Water
Ferrarelle is the preferred water of Italian families*.

It starts life in the uncontaminated peaks of Southern Italy and, after a long underground journey down the slopes of the
volcano of Roccamonfina, it springs forth from the only cold geyser in Europe. A true miracle of nature, a perfect balance

of minerals and 100% natural microbubbles.

NAME ACQUA NATIA PET
CL.50

ACQUA NATIA
VAP  STILL

ACQUA
FERRARELLE VAP

NATURALLY
SPARKLING

ACQUA MAXIMA VAP 
 SPARKLING

LITER 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75

PACK 24 12 12 12

NOTES PLASTIC GLASS GLASS GLASS
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NAME S. BENEDETTO THE'PESCA  S. BENEDETTO THE'LIMONE 

LITER 0.5 0.5

PACK 12 12

NOTES PLASTIC PLASTIC

NAME ESTATHE LIMONE PT CL 40

LITER 0.5

PACK 12

NOTES PLASTIC



FARINA "00" PER PIZZA FIORE DI NAPOLI
BY EDUARDO ORE

FARINA "00" PER PASTA FRESCA

25 KG / 55 LBS 25 KG / 55 LBS

1 1

Specific for the production of Neapolitan pizza, also
suitable for the production of classic or pan pizza.

Specific for the production of fresh pasta

NAME

KG

PACK

NOTES

We don't work to be first, but to be the best. This principle has always been our company philosophy. "Working
for excellence".

 
The Quality of Molino Colombo Flours for us is not an abstract concept, but maximum attention to the product,
services, customers and the constant training of our men who work to obtain it, in a scenario that combines - in

total harmony - tradition and innovation in compliance with the highest artisan values.
 

ITALIAN FLOUR
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TYPE CASE
White Truffle EVOO - Tin 3L (T.I. label) 4

White Truffle EVOO - Tin 250ml 12

White Truffle EVOO - Glass bottle 250ml 12

Black Truffle EVOO - Tin 250ml 12

ELISIR - Infusion of White Truffle in Sunflower Oil -
Spray 40 ml 

24

White Truffle EVOO infused - Bottle 100ml + box 12

Black Truffle EVOO infused - Bottle 100ml + box 12

Pink Himalaya Salt with White Truffle - Jar 100g 12

Pink Himalaya Salt with White Truffle - Grinder 80g 12

Grey Guerande Salt with Summer Truffle - jar 100g 12

Sea Salt with Truffle 5% - Grinder 80g 12

Truffle SOY Sauce - Bottle 100ml 12

White Balsamic Condiment with WHITE Truffle - Bottle
AF 100ml 

12

Balsamic Vinegar Glaze with Black Truffle - Bottle AF
100ml 

12

White Truffle Butter - jar 75g 12

Black Truffle Butter - jar 75g 12

Truffle HOT Sauce  -  jar 100g 12

Truffle Ketchup  -  bottle 270g 12

White Truffle & Parmigiano Reggiano cream 12

Black Truffle & Pecorino Romano PDO cream  -  jar
90g

12

Black Truffle & Pecorino Romano PDO cream  -  jar
130g

12

Basil Pesto Sauce with Truffle  -  jar 90g 12

Brie & Black Truffle cream - jar 90g 12

Gorgonzola PDO & Black Truffle cream  -  jar 90g 12

Carnaroli Rice with Black Truffle  -  box 350g 12

Carnaroli Rice with Black Truffle  -  jar 250g 12

White Truffle Nest 20

Black Truffle Nest 20

Polenta with White Truffle  -  box 300g 12

Polenta with White Truffle  -  Jar 400g 12

Acacia Honey with Summer Truffle  -  jar 120g 12

Acacia Honey with Summer Truffle  -  Sqz bottle
250g

12

Truffle PEANUTS salted  -  tin 60g (Box of 48 tin) 48

Truffle PEANUTS salted in Expo Display Box  -  Tin
60g  (Expo-Box of 12 tin)

12

Truffle PISTACHIOS salted  -  tin 36g 48

Truffle PISTACHIOS Expo Display Box  -  Tin 36g  (12
unit)

12

Truffle & Cheese Corn Stick - bag 50g 10

Truffle Grissini - box 120g 12

Black Truffle Mayonnaise Vegan  -  jar 90g 12

VEGAN - Truffle Spice Seasoning  -  jar 45g (dispensing
cap)

12

Black Truffle Puree  -  jar 85% 12

Summer Truffle CARPACCIO  -  jar 85g 12

CARPACCIO of Summer Truffle in Olive Oil  -  jar 350g
(T.I. label)

6

White Truffle sauce  -  jar 90g 12

Extra Black Truffle sauce  -  jar 90g 12

NATURAL Truffle Pesto 15% -  jar 90g  VEGAN 12

NATURAL "Arrabbiata" Sauce with Truffle -  jar 90g 
 VEGAN

12

Premium Black Truffle Sauce 5% "Tartufata"  -  jar 500g
(T.I. label)

12

Velvety White Truffle Cream  -  jar 500g (T.I. label) 12

Porcini & White Truffle delicacy  - jar 180g 12

NATURAL Artichokes and Summer Truffle cream  -  jar
90g

12

Hummus with Truffle  -  jar 90g 12

ITALIAN TRUFFLE
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 *Not sold individually



Type: Size: Pk:

Abbracci 12x12.35oz (350g) 12

Abbracci 12x24.7oz (700g) 12

Baiocchi 10x9.17oz (260g) 10

Batticuori 12x12.35oz (350g) 12

Pan Di Stelle 12x12.35oz (350g) 12

Pan Di Stelle 12x24.7oz (700g) 12

Ritornelli 12x24.7oz (700g) 12

Spicchi di Sole 12x14.10 oz (400g) 12

Fette Dorate 32x11.11oz (315g) 32

Fette Integrali 32x11.11oz (315g) 32

Classic Pangri 16x10.58oz (300g) 16

Pan di Stelle
CREAM

10x11.6oz (330g) 10

COOKIES & CHOCOLATE SPREAD

All cookies must be ordered  1 week in advance *Not sold individually

Mulino Bianco was born in the 70s, after three years of research and systematic studies on products, shapes,

packaging, names and communication systems. It is a brand destined to enter "with sweetness" in the homes of

Italians.

Mulino Bianco begins its adventure with a line of biscuits, new in shape and taste but respectful of tradition and

authenticity. Soon the biscuits were joined by snacks, bread sticks, breads, cakes and sweets.
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Type: Size: Pack:

Gocciole 12x17.64oz (500g) 12

Pavesini Plain 12x7.05oz (200g) 12

COOKIES

All cookies must be ordered  1 week in advance
Not sold individually

For over 50 years, creators of simple and tasty Italian products, ideal for your snacks!

Type: Size: Pack:

Plasmon Biscotti CF 320g 6



Type: Size: Pack:

Rio Mare Tuna 8x3 Pack 8

TUNA

All tuna must be ordered  1 week in advance
Not sold individually

Let the unique taste of Rio Mare inspire you



Type: Size: Pack:

EVOO Glass 6x1.00 LT 6

Molivo EVOO Med TIN 4x3 LT 4

EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL

Must be ordered  1 week in advance *Not sold individually

Colavita is a trusted family brand made with olives and amore, producing extra virgin olive oil
and other Italian products for over three generations.
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ARTISAN EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
Cold pressing with temperature of minus 27° C .

The olives are harvested by hand and crushed in 24 hours.

TYPE EVOO PIUME EVOO PIUME EVOO PIUME

SIZE 0.5 LT 0.5 LT 0.5 LT

PACK 6 6 6

DESCRIPTION Brilliant yellow- lemon green
 

The nose reveals a well
balanced aromatic harmony;

 
Delicate sensations along with a

remarkable complexity
combined with aromas of green

tomato, artichoke, cardoon.
Balanced taste with sweet &

bitter notes
reinforced by a lively spicy

 
Beef Carpaccio; Soups, legumes;

Bruschetta; Grilled fish;
vegetables & fish Crudités.

 

Deep yellow with light
green nuances.

 
Enveloping and

harmonious taste with
fruity hints and wild herbs
enhanced by medium tones

of bitterness and slight
spiciness.

 
Its balanced content of
phenolic substances &

waxes makes it particularly
soft & delicate; suitable to

enhance grilled fish & meat,
raw & cooked vegetables,

fish & beef carpaccio.
 

Intense yellow with light
greenish reflections.

Delicate notes of aromatic
herbs, almond & tomato. 

 
On the palate there is

fluidity, freshness and a
right balance of bitter and
spicy, while the aftertaste

refers to vegetal sensations
 
 

Suitable for enhancing
grilled fish and meat, raw

and cooked vegetables, fish
and meat carpaccio.

 



TYPE FARCHIONI EVOO MED

SIZE 4X3LT

PACK 4

DESCRIPTION

FRUITY Low
BITTER Low
SPICY Low

This bright gold oil has an unforgettable
fruity taste and in extremely digestible.

TYPE CARAPELLI EVOO DELICATO

SIZE 1 LT

PACK 12

DESCRIPTION Balanced and Pleasant. Simple notes of
leafy greens and vegetables give this oil
its personality, striking a harmony with
its more bitter and spicy notes. Ideal for

pairing with vegetables and salmon.

TYPE EVOO ORIGINALE BERTOLLI

SIZE 1 LT

PACK 12

DESCRIPTION This original olive oil is cold-pressed to
preserve the integrity of its flavor and is

never exposed to heat. It's ideal for creating
dressings, marinades, dips and much more.
This oil is free of cholesterol, trans fat and

sodium.





345 COMMERCIAL STREET, CASSELBERRY FL 32707

WWW.MEDITERRANEOTRADE.COM            

INFO@MEDITERRANEOTRADE.COM

TEL. 407-285-3969 / 407-694-1742


